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Zoey Do!

Green Frog Crochet
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Contact info
You are welcome to contact me if you have any questions about the pattern. 

Copyright
This pattern is for personal use only. It is prohibited to copy, translate or distribute, re-selling the pattern and 

the contents of this document in any way. 

Note
* Crochet the doll with tight stitches. 

* Each round is worked in a continuous spiral. Do not join rounds with slip stitch or turn unless stated 

otherwise. Use a stitch marker or a piece of yarn to mark the ending of the round. It’s highly recommended 

that you read through the pattern completely before beginning to crochet.

Materials & Tools
* Crochet hook suitable with your yarns. 
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* Safety eyes

* Finished size: 23 cm.
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* Pink blush makeup powder or pink acrylic paint.

* Soft wires or a stick for the balloon. (optional)

ranmori93@gmail.com

Greenfrog.crochet

Green Frog Crochet

GreenFrogCrochet

Greenfrogcrochet.com

Thuy Anh - Green Frog Crochet
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Red

Yarn col!s

Dark brown

Dark brown

"ite

Brown

Skin col!

Light brown

Beige
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Some helpful tips and links
  - I used yarn under single crochet (X-shaped stitch) for the body, arms, legs, head, and when 

crochet in spiral rounds. I used yarn over single crochet (V-shaped stitch) when working in turning rounds/

rows, and hair wigs.

 - Invisible single crochet decrease: the gap between 2 decrease stitch is smaller when you use 

invisible decrease. Links to the video:  https://youtu.be/n6s8mXTTmiU

 - Other skin tone yarn: Catania from SCHACHENMAYR 263, Yarn and Colors Must-have 43, Algodón 

Quesito from NORELI, ICE amigurumi, SINFONIA, RUBI super cotton, peach or coral color when you search 

for milk cotton yarn.

Rnd: round

Ch: chain stitch 

slst: slip stitch 

sc: single crochet stitch 

hdc: half double crochet stitch  

dc: double crochet stitch 

st, sts: stitch, stitches 

dec: decrease: 2 single crochet stitches together 

inc: increase: 2 single crochet stitches in a same 

stitch.

FLO: crochet through front loops only   

BLO: crochet through back loops only

inc4: increase with 4 single crochet stitches in same 

stitch 

inc3: increase with 3 single crochet stitches in same 

stitch

inc-hdc: half double crochet increase

inc-dc: double crochet increase

inc3-dc: increase with 3 double crochet stitches in 

same stitch

Bobble-4-dc: bobble stitch made of 4 double 

crochet stitches

Diagrams
Please note that these symbols will help you follow the diagrams easier, not represent the actual height of 

each crochet stitch.

Ski!s and Abbreviations

slip stitch (slst)

chain stitch

single crochet stitch (sc) 

inc3: increase with 3 single crochet 

stitches in same stitch

4�	�³�����������
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V

V

W!king on a foundation chain- Left loop ! Back Bump?
 - Hair strands: all my doll’s hair strands are made from a foundation chain. Look from the front you 

will see each chain has a V shape with a left loop and a right loop, look behind, you will see a back bump. If I 

want the hair strands to look curly, I will crochet into the loops on the left of the chain only. If I want the hair 

strands straighter, I will crochet into the back bump only. In usual, all hair strands of my dolls are crocheted 

into the left loops. https://youtu.be/njo4R3lGDw8

 - All other pieces when working on a foundation chains like: Legs, shoes, we will crochet on the back 

bump only.

left loop right loop

back bump

 -Working around a foundation chain ( https://youtu.be/D0G5p2I9cI4 )
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  Arm (make two)

Begin with skin color (Catona 255). Work in spiral rounds.

Rnd 1: 6 sc in the magic ring (6)

Rnd 2: 6 inc (12)

Rnd 3 – Rnd 5: 12 sc (12) [3 rounds]

Rnd 6: 1 bobble-4-dc, 11 sc (12) (Pic. 1,2)

Rnd 7: 5 sc, 1 dec, 5 sc (11)

Rnd 8: 1 dec, 9 sc (10)

Rnd 9 – Rnd 25: 10 sc (10) [17 rounds]

Slst and fasten off. Put a stitch marker on the stitch straight from 

the bobble stitch (the thumb) on Round 20. (Pic.3)

Note: Bobble-4-dc: make 4 double crochet stitches in the same 

stitch and then yarn over, pull through all the loops on your hook 

(the original loop + 1 loop for each partially completed double 

crochet). 

Please watch this video as a reference: 

Bobble stitch: https://youtu.be/3exDuQsrY5Q

  Ear (make two)

Begin with skin color (Catona 255). 

Rnd 1: Chain 2, 6 sc on the 1st chain. Chain 1 and turn (6)

Rnd 2: 6 sc (6)

Fasten off and leave a long tail. (Pic.5)

  !e Tube

The tube is placed inside the neck to make the doll’s neck harder. 

Begin with skin color (Catona 255). Work in spiral rounds.

Rnd 1: 6 sc in the magic ring (6)

Rnd 2: 2 inc, 1 sc, 2 inc, 1 sc (10)

Rnd 3 – Rnd 9: 10 sc (10) [7 rounds] 

Slst and fasten off.

1

2

3

4

5

Mark this 

stitch
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  Legs and Body

Right leg 
Work in spiral rounds. First, make an oval by crocheting around a 

foundation chain (Pic.6). Begin with white yarn(Catona 105).

Rnd 1: Chain 8, start to crochet on the second chain from the 

hook: 6 sc, 1 inc4, continue to crochet on the next stitches on the 

opposite side of the chain: 5 sc, 1 inc3  (18)

Rnd 2: 1 inc, 5 sc, 4 inc, 5 sc, 3 inc (26)

Rnd 3: 6 sc, 10 hdc, 10 sc (26)

Rnd 4: 4 sc, (1 dec, 2 sc) * repeat 4 times, 6 sc (22)

Rnd 5: 2 sc, (1 dec, 2 sc) * repeat 4 times, 2 sc, 1 dec  (17)

Rnd 6: 1 sc, (1 dec, 1 sc) * repeat 5 times, 1 ms (12)

Rnd 7 - Rnd 8: 12 sc (12) (2 rounds)

Change to skin color. Don’t cut white yarn, bring it to the outside so 

we will make the ruffle later.

Rnd 9: BLO 10 sc, 1 dec (11)

3��������
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Rnd 10 – Rnd 23: 11 sc  (11)  [14 rounds] 

Rnd 24: 1 inc, 10 sc, 1 inc (14)

Rnd 25 - Rnd 35: 14 sc (14) [11 rounds]
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middle-inside stitch of the right leg (the green stitch marker in 

Pic.8)

Ru!le of the sock: With white yarn (Pic.7), crochet on the front 

loops of Round 8 of the legs: 

Chain 1, (1 sc, chain 4) * repeat 10 times, 1 sc, chain 3, slst and 

fasten off. 

8

7

6

5

left leg right leg

start end

front9

10
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Left leg: Do the same as the right leg until Round 35. The last 

stitch of Round 35 should be in the middle of the backside, if not, 

please crochet a few more stitches to make the last stitch is in the 

middle of the backside (The pink stitch marker in Pic.8). Count new 

rounds from here, change to white yarn. 

Body
Rnd 36: Join two legs into one piece: 11 sc on left leg, chain 3, 

1 sc on the marked stitch on right leg, 13 sc around right leg, 3 sc 

on back bump of the chains between 2 legs, 3 sc on left leg (31 sc 

+ 3 chains = 34 sts) (Pic.9,10,11,12,13) 

Rnd 37: 8 sc, 2 inc, 15 sc, 2 inc, 7 sc  (38)

Rnd 38 – Rnd 40 : 38 sc  (38) [3 Rounds]

Rnd 41: 13 sc, 1 dec, 17 sc, 1 dec, 4 sc (36)

Rnd 42: (2 sc, 1 dec, 3 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 4 times (28)

Change to skin color yarn. 

Rnd 43: (1 sc, 1 dec, 1 sc, 1 dec, 1 sc) * repeat 4 times (20)

Rnd 44 – Rnd 52: 20 sc  (20) [9 rounds]

Rnd 53: Join 2 arms and body into one piece: 4 sc on the body, 1 sc 

on the marked stitch on left arm, 9 sc around left arm, 10 sc on the 

body, 1 sc on the marked stitch on right arm, 9 sc around right arm, 

6 sc on the body. (40) (Pic.14)

Rnd 54: 3 sc, 2 dec, 6 sc, 2 dec, 6 sc, 2 dec, 6 sc, 2 dec, 3 sc (32)

Rnd 55: 3 sc, 1 dec, 6 sc, 1 dec, 6 sc, 1 dec, 6 sc, 1 dec, 3 sc (28)

Rnd 56: (5 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 4 times (24)

3��������
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Rnd 57: (4 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 4 times (20)

Rnd 58: (2 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 5 times (15)

Rnd 59 – Rnd 63:  15 sc (15) [5 Rounds]

#������	���������	����	��	����
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3 sc on the chains between 2 legs

12

13

1 sc on the marked stitch on right leg

11
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  Head

Rnd 64: 15 inc (30) 

Rnd 65: (4 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 6 times (36) 

Rnd 66: (5 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 6 times (42) 

Rnd 67: (5 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 7 times (49)

Place the tube (page 6) inside the doll’s neck, stuff the tube. (See 

the position of the tube in Pic.16).

Rnd 68: 3 sc, 1 inc, (6 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 6 times, 3 sc (56)

Rnd 69 – Rnd 87: 56 sc (56) (19 rounds)

Rnd 88: (26 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 2 times (54)

Rnd 89: (7 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 6 times (48)

Rnd 90: (6 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 6 times (42)

Rnd 91: (5 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 6 times (36) 

Rnd 92: (4 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 6 times (30)
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Rnd 75. The space between two holes that you put safety eyes is 

F�������	�N�7�	���������	��	³�	����	����	���������	���
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sew the eyelashes, eyelids then add safety eyes. (Pic.17 - 20)

Video: https://youtu.be/NIIBMAkAXA8

Rnd 93: (3 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 6 times (24)

Rnd 94: (1 sc, 1 dec) * repeat 8 times (16)

Rnd 95: 8 dec (8)

Fasten off and leave a long tail. Weave the yarn tail through the 

front loops of the last round and pull it tight to close the hole. Hide 

the yarn tail inside the head.

18

19

3 sts

2 sts 9 sts

7 sts

20

17

the tube

16
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   Dress

Begin with white. From Row 2 to Row 7 work in rows, chain 1 and turn at the end of each row, crochet loosely 

or use a 0.3 mm bigger hook.

Row 1: chain 17 (leave a long tail before crochet)

Row 2: sc on the 2nd chain from the hook, 1 inc, (1sc, 1 inc) * repeat 7 times  (24)

Chain 5 and turn. Start to crochet on the 6th stitch from the hook (this will form a button hole).

Row 3: (3 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 6 times (30)

Change the color to blue with the last st of Rnd 3

Row 4: BLO 1 inc, 1 sc, 1 hdc and 1 dc in the same stitch, skip 8 sts, 1 dc and 1 hdc in the same stitch, 6 sc, 

1 hdc and 1 dc in the same stitch, skip 8 sts,

 1 dc and 1 hdc in the same stitch, 1 sc, 1 inc (20)

Row 5 - Row 7: 20 sc (20) (3 rounds) 

Change to yellow yarn. From Rnd 8 to Rnd 16, work in joined rounds, slst to join the round and chain 1 at the 

begining of the new round.

Rnd 8: BLO (1 hdc, chain 1) * repeat 20 times 

(20 hdc + 20 chains, total 40 sts)

Rnd 9 - Rnd 10: 40 hdc (40) (2 rounds)

Rnd 11: (3 hdc, 1 inchdc) * repeat 10 times (50)

Rnd 12 - Rnd 15: 50 hdc (50) (4 rounds)

Chain 1 and turn

Rnd 16: 50 sc (50)

slst to join the round and fasten off.

Sleeves: Each sleeve is crocheted on 2 chains on Row 5 and 14 stitches on Row 4 (12 sts were skipped and 

1 stitch before and 1 stitch after these 12 sts) of the upper part of the dress. Work in joined rounds, slst at 

the end of each round to close the round. Join light brown yarn on the chain on Row 5 (red arrow - Pic. 24) , 

chain 2 and start to crochet the sleeve. 

Rnd 1: 2 dc, BLO 12 dc, 2 dc, slst to close the round, chain 1 (16)

Rnd 2: 6 sc, 2 dec, 6 sc, slst to close the round, chain 1 (14)

Rnd 3: 14 sc, slst to close and fasten off (14)

 

Co!ar (Make 2): With white yarn: Chain 14, start to crochet on the third chain from the hook (crochet on 

the back bumps of the chains only): 2 dc, 1 inc-dc, 2 dc, 2 inc-dc, 2 dc, 1 inc-dc, 2 dc, chain 2, slst on the last 

stitch and fasten off, leave a long tail for sewing. 
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22

26

28 29

21

23 25

27

Sew on the collars: Sew the back loops of the collars with the front loops of Row 1 of the dress (Pic.27). Sew 

��
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   Shoes (make 2)

Work in spiral rounds. . Begin with dark brown . First, make an oval 

by crocheting around a foundation chain. 

Rnd 1: Chain 6, start to crochet on the second chain from the hook: 

1 inc, 3 sc, 1 inc4, continue to crochet on the next stitches on the 

opposite side of the chain: 3 sc, 1 inc (14)

Rnd 2: 2 inc, 3 sc, 4 inc, 3 sc, 2 inc (22)

Rnd 3: (1 hdc, 1 inc-hdc) * repeat 2 times, 3 hdc, (1 hdc, 1 inc-hdc) 

* repeat 4 times, 3 hdc, (1 hdc, 1 inc-hdc) * repeat 2 times (30)

Rnd 4: Crochet on the second back loop on the wrong side of the 

half double crochet stitches: 30 sc  (30) (Pic. 30, 31)

Change to red yarn.

Rnd 5: BLO 30 sc (30)

Rnd 6: 6 sc, (1 dec, 1 sc) * repeat 6 times, 6 sc (24)

Rnd 7: 24 slst and fasten off.

Tips: Insert the shoe sole made from plastic or milk bottle inside 

the shoe, so your doll can stand on her own.

   Skirt

Begin with white, work in rounds. Please note that the turning chain 

is not counted as a stitch. (Pic. 33)

Rnd 1: Chain 31, start to crochet on the second chain from the 

����P�@;���Q�����������	�³������������������	���	������Q�������?�f@;g

Rnd 2: (4 dc, 1 inc-dc) * repeat 6 times, slst to close, chain 2 (36)

Rnd 3: (5 sc, 1 inc-sc) * repeat 6 times, slst to close, chain 2 (42)

Rnd 4: 42 dc, slst to close, chain 2 (42)

Rnd 5: (6 sc, 1 inc-sc) * repeat 6 times, slst to close, chain 2 (48)

Rnd 6: (7 dc, 1 inc-dc) * repeat 6 times, slst to close, chain 2 (54)

Rnd 7: (7 sc, 2 inc-sc) * repeat 6 times, slst to close, chain 2 (66)

Rnd 8: 66 inc-hdc, slst to close and fasten off (132)

30

32

33

right side
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  Hat

Begin with white yarn (Catona 105). Work in rows, the turning chain 

is not counted as a stitch. First, work around a foundation chain. 

Row 1: Chain 7, start to crochet on the second chain from the 

hook: 5 dc, 1 inc4, continue to crochet on the next stitches on the 

opposite side of the chain: 5 dc, chain 2 and turn (14)

Row 2: 5 dc, 4 inc-dc, 5 dc, chain 1 and turn (18) (Pic. 34)

Row 3: 5 dc, (1 inc, 1 dc) * repeat 4 times, 5 dc, chain 2, turn (22)

Row 4: 5 dc, (1 inc-dc, 2 dc) * repeat 4 times, 5 dc, chain 1 and turn 

(26)

Row 5: 5 dc, (1 inc, 3 dc) * repeat 4 times, 5 dc, chain 2, turn (30)

Row 6: 5 dc, (1 inc-dc, 4 dc) * repeat 4 times, 5 dc, chain 1, turn(34)

Row 7: 5 dc, (1 inc, 5 dc) * repeat 4 times, 5 dc, chain 2, turn (38)

Row 8: 1 inc-dc, 36 dc, 1 inc-dc, chain 1, turn (40)

Row 9: 40 dc, chain 2, turn (40)

Row 10: 40 dc, chain 1, turn (40)

Row 11: 40 dc, chain 1, turn (40)

Row 12: 40 hdc, chain 1, turn (40)

Row 13 - Row 14: 40 sc, chain 1, turn (40)

Row 15: 1 hdc, 1 inc-hdc, 1 hdc, 34 inc3-dc, 1 hdc, 1 inc-hdc, 1 

hdc, chain 1, slst. Now, chain 36 and slst on the opposite site on 

Row 14 of the hat and fasten off. (Pic. 37)

Ribbon (make 2)
Begin with light brown yarn. Work in rows.

Row 1: Chain 18, start to crochet on the third chain from the hook: 

16 hdc, chain 2, turn (16)

Row 2: BLO 16 hdc (16) 

Fasten off and leave a long tail. Sew both ends together and wrap 

the yarn around the center to hide this part and to create the knot 

of the ribbon. Sew the ribbons on both sides of the hat. (Pic. 38)

35

36

37

34
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  Apron

Begin with brown. Work in rows, the turning chain is not counted as a stitch.

Row 1: Chain 59, start to crochet on the second chain from the hook: 1 dc, skip 2 chains, (1 dc in the next 

stitch, skip 2 chains) * repeat 18 times, 1 dc in the next stitch, chain 2 and turn (20) (Pic. 39)

Row 2: 20 dc, chain 2 and turn (20)

Row 3: 20 dc, chain 2, turn (20)

Row 4: BLO 2 dc, (1 inc-dc, 3 dc) * repeat 4 times, 2 dc, chain 2, turn (24)

Row 5: 2 hdc, (1 inc-dc, 4 hdc) * repeat 4 times, 2 dc, chain 2, turn (28)

Row 6: 28 dc, chain 2, turn (28)

Row 7: 2 dc, (5 dc, 1 inc-dc) * repeat 4 times, 2 dc, chain 2, turn (32)

Row 8: 32 dc, chain 2, turn (32)

Row 9: 2 dc, (1 inc-dc, 6 dc) * repeat 4 times, 2 dc, chain 2, turn (36)

Row 10: 36 dc, chain 2, turn (36)

Row 11: 2 dc, (7 dc, 1 inc-dc) * repeat 4 times, 2 dc, chain 2, turn (40)

Row 12: 40 inc-dc, chain 2, slst and fasten off. (80)

Now, use dark brown yarn to make the cord for the apron. Chain 20, use surface slip stitches, slst through 20 

stitches of Row 2 (between Row 2 and Row 3 - Pic. 42), chain 20 and fasten off. 

Sew a button on the front of Row 3. (Pic. 44)

  Bag

Work in spiral rounds. Begin with dark brown. First, make an oval by crocheting around a foundation chain. 

Rnd 1: Chain 4, start to crochet on the second chain from the hook: 1 inc, 1 sc, 1 inc4, continue to crochet on 

the next stitches on the opposite side of the chain: 1 sc, 1 inc (10)

Rnd 2: 2 inc-dc, 1 hdc, 4 inc-hdc, 1 hdc, 2 inc-hdc (18) (Pic. 45)

Rnd 3: Crochet on the second back loop on the wrong side of the half double crochet stitches: 18 dc  (18)

Rnd 4: 1 sc, 2 inc, 4 sc, 2 inc, 1 sc, 2 inc, 4 sc, 2 inc (26)

Rnd 5: 26 dc (26)

Rnd 6: 2 hdc, 1 inc-hdc, 8 hdc, 1 inc-hdc, 3 hdc, 1 inc-hdc, 8 hdc, 1 inc-hdc, 1 hdc (30)

Rnd 7: 30 hdc (30)

Rnd 8: BLO 30 sc (30)

Now, chain 26 and slst on the opposite side of the bag, then turn, crochet slst through 26 chains and fasten 

off. (Pic. 47, 48)

Join new beige yarn, chain 1 and crochet on the front loops of Rnd 7 of the bag:

(1 sc on the next stitch, chain 5) * repeat 30 times, slst to close and fasten off. (Pic. 49, 50)
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39

45

40

49

41

47

50
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   Hair Wig

Begin with red (Catona 504). Crochet loosely or use a 0.2mm bigger hook with the same yarn weight.

Round 1: 6 sc in the magic ring (6)

Round 2: 6 inc  (12)

Round 3: (1 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 6 times (18)

Round 4: (2 sc, 1 inc) * repeat 6 times (24)

Start to crochet the hair-strands (Strand : S)
#������	���������	����	���������������
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the next stitch unless stated otherwise, then continue to crochet the next strand. (Pic. 51-53)
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S1: Chain 9, start to crochet on the second chain from the hook: 1 sc, 5 hdc, 2 sc, slst in the front loop of the 

next stitch on Round 4 (8)

S2 - S19: Chain 50, start to crochet on the third chain from the hook: 10 hdc, 5 inc-hdc, 32 hdc, 1 sc, slst in 

the next stitch on Round 4 (53) [18 strands] 

S20: Chain 9, start to crochet on the second chain from the hook: 1 sc, 5 hdc, 2 sc, slst in the next stitch on 

Round 4 (8)

S21: Chain 40, start to crochet on the third chain from the hook: 9 hdc, 4 inc-hdc, 24 hdc, 1 sc, slst in the 

next stitch on Round 4 (42)

S22 - S25: Chain 35, start to crochet on the third chain from the hook: 11 hdc, 20 inc-hdc, 2 sc, slst in the 

next stitch on Round 4 (53) [4 strands]

Fasten off.

51 52 53

1

1
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54 55

  Assembling 

Face:
- Ear: sew the ears between Rnd 71 and Rnd 75 of the head. The space between eye and ear is 6 sts.

- Sew the eyebrows with dark brown thread with 5 sts wide, height: 1 st, between eye and eyebrow is 3 sts.

- Sew nose with skin color yarn (4 rounds of yarn) between Rnd 72 and Rnd 73, 3 stitches wide.

- Embroider white yarn in the lower 1/3 part of each eyes. 

- Use pink blush makeup powder or acrylic paint to make the rosy cheek on the doll’s cheeks.

Hair: Secure each strand of hair in its appropriate position on the head using pins. Slowly remove one 

strand to apply fabric glue and pin it back down to dry, the wrong side of the hair wig is up, the right side is 

glued to the head. First, pin Round 1 of the hair wig on the center of the head.

- S20 is in front of left ear, S1 is in front of right ear.

- Next, pin S2 to S19 to the behind part of the head. 

- S24, S20, S21 are for the hair bangs.

- S24 is above S22.

- Add fabric glue/ hot glue from the center of the head to the pin.
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57

59

56
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!ank you so much!

Green Frog Crochet


